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Machine Vision
Automation
Our
Systems

Scorpion Vision UK is a provider of machine vision
systems for factory automation.
We work with machine builders to deliver robust and reliable imaging based
automation solutions. We have a strong track record that goes back to the
establishment of Scorpion Vision in the UK in 2004. Our customer base is
broad and our application reference list is varied.

Quality Control

Non-contact Measurement

Using Machine vision
Technology

High Accuracy world class
calibration tools

Provided by the leading provider
of industrial automation systems

Measuring sub-pixel, down to
micron level
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Robot
Vision
Our
Expertise

Scorpion Vision is widely deployed in robotic guidance
and is brand agnostic, so we have many cross platform
robot vision systems deployed globally.
In the UK, we have extensive experience with ABB, Staubli, Mitsubishi and
Kuka, with a demonstrable track record of many successful installations.
We are often the machine vision provider of choice when it comes to
advanced 2D robot vision and one of the few providers of a competent and
universal 3D robot guidance system.
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Finding the right solution
for you

Our

Expertise

Quality

Values

Sound advice

Leading brands

Technology driven solutions

Impartial recommendations

Value

Service

Low cost to high end

Evaluation stock

OEM Pricing structures

Technical support
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Components for
Machine Vision
Buy

Buy leading industrial camera brands online at the

Online

Scorpion Vision webshop.
• Save money by purchasing accessories at the same time
• Get expert help from our imaging experts without obligation
• Use our lens and camera selector interactive web tools
• Take advantage of our sale or return policy for camera evaluation

Our
Products

Why not speak to our experts online and get instant
help so you can make informed decisions. We sell:
• USB3 and GigEVision Cameras

• M12 and C Mount optics

• Miniature Camera modules

• Optical and cabling accessories

• Open Platform Smart Cameras

• Value for Money LED Illumination
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Computing Platforms

Arduino

Raspberry Pi

Nvidia Jetson

SPI

USB

MIPI CSI

USB Camera Sheld

SPI

Break Out Board

USB Camera

MIPI CSI

We understand how overwhelming it can be

At Scorpion Vision we have the expertise to

to find a camera suitable for your application.

support you in finding the right camera device

Spending hours researching various options
can be frustrating.

for your project. We can assist, easing your
level of frustration and saving you valuable

Depending on your computing platform’s

time which could be better spent on bringing

interface you need to identify a module which

your project forward.

fits your project best. This can range from
shutter type, mono/polychromatic sensor or

Please get in touch with us today on +44(0)1590

lens mount, to name just a few.

679333 if you need any guidance.

